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Chapter 1.

Introduction

The Synergy is a 74-note all-digital keyboard synthesizer, the first in
its price class to include so many voices and features in one console. The
console includes two FootSwitches, a two-way Pitch Bend, and a variety
of knobs and switches. The 24 voices provided with the Synergy can be
patched under user control to the stereo outputs. There is a socket for an
External Cartridge which holds more voices, allowing the Synergy to include
new, improved voices as they are developed. For the most part, the Syn
ergy handles just like a well-built analog synthesizer. However, it has been
designed so that even keyboard players without any analog experience can
start making music with it very quickly.
The Synergy is a polyphonic synthesizer, which means that the Syn
ergy keyboard can control more than one note playing at a time. More than
one voice can be played at once, which makes the Synergy a polytimbral
synthesizer as well. The Synergy keyboard even offers touch-sensitive control
of both amplitude and timbre, so that you can control changes in the voicing
from your fingertips as you play.
Inside the Synergy, there is a small computer, some computer memory,
and the digital equivalent of 32 voltage-controlled oscillators. Each oscillator
contains the digital equivalent of a voltage-controlled amplifier, with envelope

generators (triggered and gated automatically from the keyboard) for both
amplitude and frequency. These 32 oscillators are assigned to the 24 voices,
depending on which voices are playing. There is also the digital equivalent
of a 24-in, 3-out mixer for routing the voices to the stereo outputs.
Playing the Synergy does not require any computer programming. But
there are several major advantages to including a computer inside the Syn
ergy. A digital synthesizer will not need to be retuned on stage every time
the temperature changes. A digital synthesizer can change patches very

quickly, and remember settings for all of its knobs and other controls, even
when the power suddenly goes out. The computer in the Synergy can also be
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coaxed 'nto being helpful in performance, such as "following" the hands on
the keyboard to allow for what will be called the "Floating Split Keyboard.
This manual has been written as a guide for beginning and experienced

keyboard players. The Synergy manual can be read chapter by chapter.
Musical examples and diagrams are included where needed to make things
clearer. There are a few sections that deal with complicated or obscure items;

these can be skipped on a first reading. An index is provided, to make the
Synergy manual useful as a reference.

But don't just read this manual. Stop, when you've finished a section,

and try out what's been discussed. Only by making music with these knobs
and switches will you really learn what the Synergy can do for you!

Chapter 2.

Single-Voice Mode

This chapter will cover the 24 individual voices provided with the Synergy, played one voice on the keyboard at a time. This is called playing
the Synergy in "Single-Voice Mode." It is possible, of course, to play more
than one voice on the keyboard at the same time, using "Multi -Voice Mode,"
which will be introduced in Chapter 9.

Voice Switches

On the front panel of the Synergy there are two rows of 12 switches
each. These will be called the Voice Switches. In Single-Voice Mode, each
Voice Switch chooses one of these 24 voices to be played from the keyboard.
What could be simpler? Before reading any further, try pressing a Voice

Switch and playing the keyboard. (The volume controls on the Synergy are
the two knobs on the far left of the console; Chapter 7 gives more details).
Voice Lights

Whenever a voice has been selected, the red light in the switch for that
voice will turn on. This light will stay on as long as the voice is on, except

when you are playing on the keyboard. When the voice has been selected and
is currently playing, the light in the switch for that voice will momentarily
turn off.
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Turning a Voice on and off

When you press a Voice Switch once, the corresponding voice is turned
on. If you press the same switch again, that voice (and its light) will be
turned off. Many of the switches on the Synergy work the same way.

Earlier in this chapter, it says that for Single-Voice Mode, only one
voice can be played from the keyboard, and a voice can be turned on and off
by pressing the switch for that voice. There is another way for turning on
and off voices in Single-Voice Mode. If a voice is turned on, and you press
the Voice Switch for another voice, then the first voice will be turned off
automatically.

Switching between Voices

If you select another voice while a chord is still sounding, it is important
to keep in mind what will happen. There are two possibilities.

Suppose that Voice No. 3 has been selected. You press a Voice Switch
to select a new voice (say. Voice No. 7) while you are holding down a chord.
All of the notes of the chord will continue to sound in the original voice (in
this case. Voice No. 3) until the keys are released. When you lift your hands
from the keyboard, the notes will continue to die out in the original voice

(Voice No. 3). After all of the notes in this chord have died out, the new
voice (Voice No. 7) will be turned on. If you play any notes while the original
chord is still sounding, those notes will not be heard.

There is another possible effect of switching between voices. Suppose
you play a chord, release the keys for the chord, and then switch to a new
voice while the chord is still dying out. In this case the notes of the chord
will be cut off as soon as you select the new voice.

In other words, you can control how the Synergy will react when you

press a Voice Switch in Single-Voice Mode, simply by holding down or
releasing keys before the new Voice Switch is pressed. This kind of control
is one of the many advantages of having a computer included in a digital

synthesizer. The computer can sense whether any keys are down when the
Voice Switch is pressed, and keep or cut off the remaining notes accordingly.

i1

I

Chapter 3.

General Keyboard Controls:

FootSwitches, Tuning, Pitch Bend (Joystick)

This chapter discusses the FootSwitches, the Joystick (Pitch Bend),
and the Tuning Knob. Together, these three controls will be called the
General Keyboard Controls, because they affect all of the voices being played
from the keyboard.

FootSwitches

There are two FootSwitches provided with the Synergy (see Appendix
A for information on connecting them). Both FootSwitches are mounted
on one base. The Sustain FootSwitch (on the right) functions like the
"sustain" pedal on the piano. If you press this FootSwitch while holding
down a key, the note played by the key keeps sounding until the FootSwitch
is released. If other keys are played, they will also be sustained. This
FootSwitch also controls Portamento, which will be explained in Chapter
4.

The FootSwitch on the left functions like the "middle pedal" on a

grand piano. If you press down this FootSwitch while holding a key, that
key is sustained; but other keys which are played later are NOT sustained.
J'his is useful, for example, in playing a bass chord which is sustained by the
action of this pedal, followed by staccato notes in a higher range.
The Synergy, like all digital synthesizers, can play only so many notes

before it starts to run out of oscillators. If you are playing several voices from
the keyboard, and you use the FootSwitches extensively, then sometimes
complications will occur — for example, a note might be cut off before you
release a key. These cases will be explained in more detail in Chapter 13.
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Tuning Knob

When the Synergy is turned on, the keyboard is tuned so that the A
above middle C is set to be 440 cycles per second, which is the international
tuning standard.

The overall tuning of the Synergy can be moved up or down as much
as one half step by turning the Tuning Knob. Once the knob has been

activated (this will be explained in the next paragraph), then the red light
above the knob will stay on as long as the knob is moved from a central
position. When the knob is set so that the tuning corresponds to A = 440

cycles per second, then the light above the knob will go out again. This knob
affects all voices which are currently being played from the keyboard or the
Sequencer.

Activating a digital knob

The knobs on the Synergy are not exactly like the knobs on analog
synthesizers or other keyboard instruments.
When you first unpack and turn on the Synergy, all of the lights next
to the knobs should be off. In general, there are times when a knob on the

Synergy is "active," and times when it is "inactive." As long as the knob is
inactive, its light is off and it can be moved to almost any part of its range
without having any effect on the parameter which it controls. Before a knob
on the Synergy can be used, it must be activated.
With the knobs on the Synergy, it is important to remember that there
is a difference between the setting of a parameter and the position of the knob

controlling that parameter. The setting is the actual value of the parameter,
as stored in the computer inside the Synergy. Even though the Tuning
Knob is moved to the far right, for example, this does not necessarily mean

that the keyboard tuning (the parameter controlled by the knob) has been
ihoved up from its original setting.

In order to activate one of the digital knobs (in this case, the Tuning

Knob), turn the knob completely to the left, then completely to the right.
When the position of the knob corresponds to the current setting of the
parameter which the knob controls, then the red light above the knob will
turn on, and the knob will be activated. In general, as long as the red light
above the knob is on, the knob is active, and should function like a normal
knob. There are many instances in which the knobs on the Synergy are
automatically de-activated. It is also possible in some cases to manually
de-activate a knob. These cases will be specifically mentioned as the other
knobs are introduced in this manual.

Chapter 3: FootSwitches, Tuning, Pitch Bend
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Pitch Bend (Joystick)
The Pitch Bend, located on the far left of the Synergy, works like the
pitch bend on an analog synthesizer. Try playing a chord on the Synergy
keyboard; if you move the Joystick to the left, the pitch goes down; move
it to the rjght, and the pitch goes up. The Pitch Bend affects all of the

voices currently being played from the keyboard (but not the voices already
recorded in the Sequencer). The Pitch Bend lever also moves up and down
to control "Modulation," which will be explained in Chapter 6.
Restore Switch — Setting the Pitch Bend Throw
The Pitch Bend Throw is the maximum change in pitch when the

Joystick is moved clear to the left or the right of its range. When the
Synergy is delivered from the factory, the Pitch Bend is set so it will move
the note on the keyboard up or down a major second (the distance from
C-natural to D-natural). A wider range of Pitch Bend Throw is available.
The Restore Switch is used to extend the Throw of the Pitch Bend.

Press the Restore Switch once — the light in the switch will come on. Then

move the .Joystick horizontally. The light in the Restore Switch will go
out, and the Pitch Bend Throw will be set to a perfect fifth — the distance
from C-natural to the G-natural above. (The Restore Switch has other
uses, which will be covered in Chapter 5).
Making the Pitch Bend Throw smaller than a perfect fifth follows
a similar process. Play a note on the keyboard, then "pedal" it using
the Sustain FootSwitch. With the left hand, move the Pitch Bend

horizontally until you hear the maximum Throw that you want the Pitch
Bend to have. Then press the Set Switch once. (The Set Switch also has
other uses, which will be explained in Chapters 10 and 13).

rS-

Chapter 4. Voice Controls; Portamento

Voice Controls

Chapter 3 discussed the General Keyboard Controls which affect all of
the voices. There is another set of knobs and switches, known as the Voice
Controls, which affect only one voice at a time:
Portamento Quantization Switch
Portamento Rate Knob

Vibrato Depth Knob
Vibrato Delay Knob
Vibrato Rate Knob

Transpose Switch
Timbre Center Knob

Timbre Sensitivity Knob

Amplitude Center Knob

Amplitude Sensitivity Knob
Channel Assign Switch

Of these, the Portamento controls will be discussed in this chapter; discussing
the other Voice Controls will take up Chapters 6 through 8.

It is important to remember that the Voice Controls will affect only the
voice which was most recently selected, no matter whether the Synergy is in
Single-Voice Mode or Multi-Voice Mode.

'r
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Chapter 4: Portamento

Portamento

"Portamento" is a kind of slide or glide between two pitches (see Figure

4.1a). There are two controls for Portamento: the Portamento Rate Knob,
and the Portamento Quantization Switch. They will be explained below.

For now, press the Portamento Quantization Switch once, so that the
light in the switch comes on. This light must be on in order for Portamento
to work. Also, the Sustain FootSwitch must be connected (see Chapter 3
and Appendbc A).
, .
Turn on a voice, and hold down a key on the keyboard. Press down
and hold the Sustain FootSwitch. Now press another key on the keyboard,

and release the first key. The original note should slowly glide to the pitch

of the second key (Figure 4.1a). Release the FootSwitch and the second
key; the second note will die out.

(a) I

(e)

$

Figure 4.1. Portamento on the Synergy. Portamento
can cross through a chord (b), or cross another por

tamento (c). Portamento can even be used to give the
impression of expanding and contracting chords (d) slid

ing around the keyboard.
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Computer-Controlled Portamento

One advantage of having a computer included in a digital synthesizer
is that the computer can keep track of complicated portamcntos, which is
very difficult to do on an analog synthesizer.

For example, play a chord on the keyboard with the left hand, holding
down the Sustain FootSwitch, and play a note higher than the chord with
the right hand. Now lift the right hand and play a note lower than the left-

hand chord (but hang onto the chord in the left hand — see Figure 4.1b).
The portamento will slide through the chord without affecting any of the
r

'Jl-i

notes in the chord.

Another possibility involves having two separate portamentos cross each

other in opposite directions (Figure 4.1c). If more than one portamento is
sounding at one time, remember that the portamentos occur in the order in
which the keys were released.

Still another possibility is to have a portamento start on one pitch and
end in a chord. Alternatively, you can collapse a thick chord into a smaller

chord (Figure 4.1d). To collapse two notes into one, you must play the
"target" note twice, as shown by the small notes in Figure 4.Id. In exploring
these kinds of portamento, remember that the portamento can only occur if
a key is released while the Sustain FootSwitch is held down.

Portamento Rate Knob

The Portamento Rate Knob functions as its name implies. When the
knob is turned to the right, the portamento happens quickly; with the knob

in a far-left position, the portamento is quite slow. (Before this knob can
have any effect, it must be "activated;" see Chapter 3).
The actual effect of the Portamento Rate Knob is actually a little
more complicated; if you are not interested in the details now, skip the rest
of this paragraph. Suppose that you play a portamento from a C-natural to
the C-natural an octave higher. If you now play the portamento from the
first C-natural to a note two octaves higher, on the Synergy the portamento
will take the same amount of time. This means that the time needed to get
from one note to any other note on the keyboard is held constant, assuming
that the Portamento Rate Knob is not moved. In other words, when the
Portamento Rate Knob is changed, then the time between notes is affected.
There is a musical reason for requiring the time to stay the same. Suppose
that two different portamentos start from one note, but landing on different
pitches. Since the time for the portamento is constant, both portamentos
will land on the destination pitches at the same time, which means that the
"target" chords will always play together.

Chapter 4: Portamento
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Portamento Quantization Switch

When the Synergy is set up at the factory, Portamento is completely
turned off; in this case, the light inside the Portamento Quantization
Switch is off.

When you press the Portamento Quantization Switch once, porta
mento is turned on, and the portamento from one note to the next is com
pletely smooth.

If you press the Portamento Quantization Switch again, the light
in the switch will start flashing slowly. The portamento from one note
to the next will still be smooth, but only the first note will trigger a new

envelope. When the portamento lands on a new note, it will continue using
the amplitude and frequency envelopes from the old note, instead of starting
up a new set. The section "Portamento effects with one-note voices" in
Chapter 13 discusses a special use of this feature.
There is one more setting for the Portamento Quantization Switch.
Press the Portamento Quantization Switch again, and the light in the
switch will flash quickly. Now the portamento will occur in half-step steps,

with re-triggering of the envelopes. This means that portamento will stop
very briefly at each white and black key on the keyboard.
By pressing the Portamento Quantization Switch several times, you

can select one of the possible Portamento settings. After you have stepped
through each of these settings, and then you press the Portamento Quanti
zation Switch once again, the Portamento is turned off(and the light in the

switch goes out), so that the whole cycle can be repeated.

mr
r

Chapter 5.

The Restore Switch

It will probably happen at some time that the settings for a voice will
be so far removed from the original settings that you will decide to do away
with all of those changes and start over. The Restore Switch on the Synergy
console can be used to erase all of the changes which you have made to a
given voice. Press the Restore Switch once. The light for this switch will
come on and stay lit. If you decide that you do not want to change a voice
after all, then press the Restore Switch again. The light will go off, and no
voices will be changed by this switch until you press it again.
To restore a voice to its factory-delivered settings, use the following
sequence: press the Restore Switch once, then press the Voice Switch for
the particular voice which you want to restore. After you press the Voice
Switch, the light in the Restore Switch will be turned off, and the voice will
be reset.

The Restore Switch will reset a voice to its original factory settings
no matter whether the voice is currently turned on or off. When the voice
is turned on and you restore its settings, the voice stays on. If the voice is
[I
•; I

off, then the voice will stay off. (This works in both Single -Voice Mode and
Multi-Voice Mode, which will be explained in Chapter 9.)
Restoring all of the Voices at once

The Restore Switch will normally restore only one voice at a time. If
you want to reset several different voices, you must press the Restore Switch
every time that you want to restore a new voice.
However, there is a way to reset the all of the voices at once to their

original factory state. The process is very simple: press the Restore Switch,
then press the Cartridge Switch (this switch will be covered in more detail

in Chapter 14). When you do this, all of the voice controls (listed above)

J

Chapter 5: Restore Switch
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for all 24 voices supplied with the Synergy will be reset to their original,
factory-delivered values.

Restoring the entire Synergy

Finally, there is a way to reset the entire Synergy to its original factory
state. The process is again very simple: press the Restore Switch, then press
the Save Switch. In less than 1 second, all of the Synergy's settings will be
returned to their factory settings.

For the sake of completeness, this includes the following items, some of
which will be covered later in this manual:
Turn off all switches
De-activate all knobs

Reset all voices to their factory settings

Clear all four program memories (see Chapter 11)
Clear all Sequencer memory

Set the Cartridge Switch to "internal"
Reset Pitch Bond Throw

Reset Tuning to A = 440 cycles per second

This will probably not be used very often, because it will erase all of the
settings which you have changed for all of the voices.

It is possible, however, that the Synergy (like all digital equipment) will
in some cases get "stuck" in some way that is not corrected even by turning
the Synergy on and off again. In such a case, if there aren't any repair
facilities nearby, you might try performing this kind of overall restore before
giving up completely.

Other uses for the Restore Switch

The Restore Switch is used in conjunction with the Pitch Bend; see

Chapter 3 for further details. The Restore Switch can also be used to clear
the Stored Programs, which will be discussed in Chapter 11. Chapter 14
discusses the use of the Restore Switch with the External Cartridge.

Chapter 6. Voice Controls: Vibrato, Random, Transpose

This chapter will cover how to add vibrato (or random variations) to a
voice, and how to transpose a voice up or down by an octave or more.

Vibrato

Vibrato is a more or less slow change in the frequency (pitch) of a note.
You can add or modify vibrato in the voices provided in the Synergy.
Vibrato Depth Knob

The amount of change which vibrato causes will be called "depth."
When you move the Vibrato Depth Knob clear to the right and play a
note on the keyboard, the pitch of the note is noticeably changed by the
vibrato. As the knob is moved toward the center of its range, the changes
in the pitch of the note get smaller and smaller, perhaps so small that they

cannot easily be heard. (For this knob to work, it must be activated — see
Chapter 3).
When the Vibrato Depth Knob is at the center of its range, then
the changes controlled by this knob are completely turned off, and the light
above the knob will go out.
When the Vibrato Depth Knob is moved to the left part of its range,
the pitch of the note is affected, but not in the same way as with vibrato: the
pitch of the notes on the keyboard is affected in a random way. Again, the
amount of the change is controlled by this Vibrato Depth Knob. When

the knob is very close to the center of its range, the changes in the pitch of
the note are quite small. As the knob is moved further and further to the
left, the random changes become more noticeable.
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Only the Vibrato Depth Kriob makes the selection between random
variations or vibrato. The Vibrato Rate and Vibrato Delay Knobs,
introduced in the following sections, will affect vibrato or random variations,
whichever has been chosen by the setting of the Vibrato Depth Knob.
Vibrato Rate Knob

As its name implies, this knob controls the speed of the vibrato (or of
the random variations). This knob must be activated in order to have any
effect. With the knob turned clear to the left, the pitch of the note will be

changed slowly; the speed of the changes is increased as the knob is moved
to the right.

Vibrato Delay Knob

It is possible to introduce a delay between the time when the key is
pressed and the time when the vibrato or random changes take effect. This
amount of time is controlled by the Vibrato Delay Knob. Again, this knob
must be activated in order to have any effect.

Periodic and Aperiodic Vibrato

There are actually two kinds of vibrato used in some of the voices on

the Synergy. For some voices, such as a vibraphone, it is natural for all of
the notes to have synchronized vibrato. Other voices, like the flute, have a
vibrato which changes from note to note.

The best way to hear this difference is to select some voice supplied
with vibrato at the factory. Turn the Vibrato Depth Knob clear to the

right, and the Vibrato Rate Knob clear to the left. If any aperiodic vibrato
is included, you should heard the slow, random-sounding variations in the
voice.

If the voice uses only periodic vibrato and you play a chord, the vibratos
for all of the notes will stay together. If there is any aperiodic vibrato in the
voice, then the vibratos will wander apart.

What happens if the vibrato on a note has started and you play another
note? If the voice contains only periodic vibrato, then the vibrato for the
second note will immediately start tracking the vibrato for the flrst note.
Otherwise, the vibrato for both notes will stay independent.

Finally, it's important to remember that the three Vibrato Knobs
affect only the voice that was most recently selected with the Voice Switches.
This applies even in Multi-Voice Mode, which will be introduced in Chapter
9.
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Pitch Bend Modulation

The Pitch Bend was introduced in Chapter 3. This section will cover
the vertical motion of the Joystick.

When you move the Joystick up or down, vibrato depth is added to all
of the voices currently selected on the keyboard. This is known as Modul

ation, and is simply another way to change temporarily the setting of the
Vibrato Depth Knob. Modulation does not change the rate or delay of
vibrato, only the depth. In particular, as soon as you move the Joystick
from its middle position in the up/down direction, vibrato depth is turned off
in the appropriate voice(s) for the notes being played on the keyboard, and
Modulation takes over. When the Joystick finally returns to the middle
of its vertical range, then the note(s) will still have the vibrato completely
turned off. If you play a new note in the same voice(s), the new note will
have vibrato set according to the Vibrato Depth Knob until the Joystick
is moved vertically again. In other words, Modulation overrides the setting
for the Vibrato Depth Knob only temporarily.
Finally, Modulation does not duplicate all of the functions of the
Vibrato Depth Knob: Modulation cannot choose between vibrato or

random changes. If vibrato has been chosen using the Vibrato Depth Knob,
then Modulation will simply change the vibrato depth. If random changes
have been chosen with the Vibrato Depth Knob, then Modulation will
not affect those notes.

Transpose

The Tuning Knob was already covered in Chapter 3; remember that
the Tuning Knob affects all of the voices on the Synergy at once. There
is also a switch on the Synergy labelled Transpose. With this switch, it is
possible to transpose one voice at a time, up or down one or more half steps,
and the voice will stay transposed until you reset it. As with the other Voice

Controls, the Transpose Switch will affect only the voice which was most
recently selected with the Voice Switches.

Starting at middle C, the bottom two octaves of the keyboard (and
a few notes besides) are involved in transposing a voice. If you press the
Transpose Switch once, then none of the keys in the lower half of the
keyboard will sound. Instead, these keys will determine how the voice will

be transposed. If you press a key above middle C, then the voice will play
in its (transposed) setting.
The second C-natural from the bottom of the keyboard is like a center
mark for setting transposition. If you turn on the Transpose Switch and
then play a key below this center mark, the entire voice will be transposed
down. The amount of transposition can be determined by counting the

number of white and black keys (half steps) from the key you pressed, up
to the center mark. For example, if you turn on the Transpose Switch and
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then press the second B-natural from the bottom of the keyboard, the voice
•will be moved down one half-step. If you turn on the Transpose Switch and
then press the first A-flat from the bottom of the keyboard, the voice will
be moved down an octave and a major third.
If you turn on the TVanspose Switch and then play a note in the octave
directly below middle C, the entire voice will be moved up.

\^en you are satisfied with the transposition setting, then simply
turn ofT the Transpose Switch, and the transposition for that voice will
be remembered as you set it.

If you turn on the Transpose Switch, and then decide not to set the
transposition for a \roice, simply press the Transpose Switch again. The
light above the Transpose Switch and the switch itself will be turned off.
After you have read about Multi-Voice Mode (Chapter 9), experiment
with different combinations of transposed and untransposed voices. Some

examples will be given in Chapter 10. The use of the Transpose Switch
with the Sequencer will be covered in Chapter 12.

Chapter 7. Voice Controls: Channel Assign

The Synergy
stereo outputs. Each of the output channels has its
own Volume knob, located on the left side of the Synergy. This chapter will
cover how to assign each of the voices independently to the output channels.
Channel Assign Switch

The Channel Assign Switch has two lights. When the Synergy is set
up at the factory, this switch and both lights are turned off. As long as these
lights are off, all of the voices will be sent to both of the Synergy's stereo
outputs.

The Channel Assign Switch is one of the Voice Controls. This means

that the Channel Assign Switch will affect only one voice at a time — the
voice most recently selected with the Voice Switches.

When you press the Channel Assign Switch once, the left-hand light
in the switch will be turned on. This means that the voice will be sent only
to the left channel. When you press the Channel Assign Switch again, the
right-hand light comes on, and the voice goes only to the right channel.
If you press the Channel Assign Switch one more time, both lights
will alternate flashing slowly. In this setting, the successive notes played
by that voice will alternate between the two channels. When several voices

or notes are sounding, the Synergy is set up to keep things interesting by
changing the order in which each note will come out of the two channels.

Finally, if you press the Channel Assign Switch again, both lights will
be turned off", and the voice will once again be sent to both output channels.
Chapter 12 covers the effects of the Channel Assign Switch setting
on recording and playback with the Sequencer.

Chapter 8.

Voice Controls: The Touch-Sensitive Keyboard

While you are playing, you can change the sounds produced by the
Synergy simply by striking the keys faster or slower. This chapter will show
how to add some of the touch-sensitive features to the voices which do not

already have them, and how to adjust the keyboard's touch sensitivity to
suit your own playing style.
There are two independent ways of setting up the touch-sensitive key
board: control of amplitude and control of timbre, which on the Synergy can
include tone color, tremolo speed, and many other aspects of sound. The
amplitude part of the touch-sensitive keyboard will be covered first.

Introduction to Keyboard Amplitude Control

The knobs labelled Amplitude Sensitivity and Amplitude Center
will control how the amplitude of the voice reacts to your playing style.

Both of these knobs must be activated (see Chapter 3) to have any effect.
Remember that these knobs will affect only the voice most recently selected
using the Voice Switches.
Amplitude Sensitivity

Move the Amplitude Sensitivity Knob to the far left, and place the
Amplitude Center Knob in the middle of its range. When the Amplitude
Sensitivity Knob is turned to the far left, no matter how fast or how slowly

you play the keyboard, all of the notes will have the same loudness. This
means that when you turn the Amplitude Sensitivity Knob clear to the
left, you will not be able to control the amplitude of the voice from the
keyboard.
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New turn the Amplitude Sensitivity Knob to the right (leave the
Center Knob in the middle of its range). The note which is produced for
a slow playing speed will be softer than before, and the note produced by a
fast playing speed will be louder. With these settings, the amplitude of the
voice can be changed somewhat by pressing the keys quickly or slowly.

Move the Amplitude Sensitivity Knob to the far right of its range.
When you play a key very slowly, the softest possible note will sound. A
very fast playing speed will produce the loudest possible note for that voice.
With this setting of the Amplitude Sensitivity Knob, there is a maximum
range of amplitudes between the loudest and softest notes playable from the
keyboard.

!'ji

Amplitude Center

I
Thus far, the Amplitude Center Knob has stayed in one position
while the Amplitude Sensitivity Knob was being moved.
When the Amplitude Sensitivity Knob is moved clear to the left, then
the keyboard control of amplitude is turned off. In this case, the Amplitude
Center ICnob acts like a volume control for the individual voice. Moving
the Amplitude Center Knob to the left makes the voice softer; moving the
knob to the right makes the voice louder.
As the Amplitude Sensitivity Knob is moved to the right, the range
of keyboard control for amplitude is expanded. The Amplitude Center
Knob then controls the relative position of the entire amplitude range. Move
the Amplitude Center Knob to the left, and the entire range of amplitudes
available under keyboard control is moved toward softer notes; move the
Amplitude Center Knob to the right, and the entire range is made louder.
Adding Touch Sensitivity to Voices
Many of the voices are set up at the factory to include touch-sensitive

control of amplitude. By activating and adjusting the Amplitude Cen
ter and Amplitude Sensitivity Knobs, you can modify the touch-sensitive
control of amplitude for any of the voices supplied with the Synergy.
In the same way, it is possible to add amplitude control to any of the

li

voices that don't already have it. Simply activate the Amplitude Cen
ter and Amplitude Sensitivity Knobs, and adjust them to get the touch-

|:

sensitive control of amplitude that you want.

1'

Using the Touch-Sensitive Control of Amplitude
Chapter 9 will cover how to play several different voices on the keyboard

I'

at once. You may want to skip this section until you have read that chapter.
The Amplitude Center and Amplitude Sensitivity controls can be
used to provide a kind of balancing control. Here's how:
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Figure 8.1

When the Amplitude Sensitivity Knob is turned to the far left, the
touch-sensitive amplitude control is basically turned off. The Center Knob

acts like a volume control knob in this case. If you are playing two or more
voices at once, it is possible to adjust the amplitudes of the voices so that

the Amplitude Center control for one voice is turned to the left, making it
quite a bit softer, and the Amplitude Center setting for the other voice is
turned to the right, making it louder. This will probably have a noticeable
effect in balancing the voices.

There is one potential problem in using these controls for balancing.
There are "amplitude envelopes" used inside the Synergy, Just like envelopes
on the traditional analog synthesizer (except that they can't be changed
directly from the front panel — only indirectly, using the Center and Sen
sitivity controls). Many of these envelopes have an outline similar to the
ADSR shape produced on many synthesizers, such as is shown in Figure 8.1a.
Sometimes it can happen that the amplitude envelope(s) for a particular
voice will be squashed somewhat with the Amplitude Center Knob turned

clear to the right; the result can appear as shown in Figure 8.1b. It may
even happen that the output of the Synergy will be overloaded, which would
produce audible distortion in the output. For this reason it is best to avoid
playing several voices together with their Amplitude Center settings all
the way to the right.

Introduction to Keyboard Timbre Control

It is also possible to control the timbre of some of the voices supplied
with the Synergy. Timbre is a property of sound (like pitch, loudness, etc.)
which, among other things, allows us to tell two different instruments apart;
timbre also includes qualities like "buzzy" or "reedy" or "hollow."
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Some of the voices on the Synergy have been set up so that Avhen the
keys on the keyboard are played very slowly, the voice has a given timbre

(called Timbre 1 in this chapter), and when the keys go down very quickly,
the voice has another timbre (Timbre 2).
Before reading further, select one of the voices; activate the Timbre

Center and Timbre Sensitivity Knobs (see Chapter 3 on activating a
knob) and try playing the voice with various settings of the knobs.
Timbre Sensitivity
Activate the Timbre Center Knob and move it to the center of its

range. With the Timbre Sensitivity Knob activated and turned clear to

the left, any key speed will cause the voice to produce the same timbre; this
timbre will be somewhere between Timbre 1 and Timbre 2.

As the Timbre Sensitivity Knob is moved to the right, toward the
center of its range, each of the different key speeds will produce a different
timbre. A very slow speed will produce Timbre 1, and a very quick playing
speed will produce Timbre 2.
The Timbre Sensitivity Knob is set up slightly differently from the
Amplitude Sensitivity Knob. The maximum difference between the two
timbres is reached when the Timbre Sensitivity knob is set at the middle
of its range. This is different from the Amplitude Sensitivity Knob, where
the most sensitive position is with the knob turned all the way to the right.
Finally, when the Timbre Sensitivity Knob is turned to the right past

the middle of its range (with the Timbre Center Knob still in the middle
of its range), there are basically only two timbres which can be produced by
It

?!

the voice. Any slow to moderate playing speed will produce Timbre 1, and
anything faster will produce Timbre 2. This is very useful for being able

to select between two completely different sounds simply by varying playing
speed.

'/■

Timbre Center

Jfc!

The Timbre Center Knob works just like the Amplitude Center
Knob. When you move the Timbre Center Knob to one side or the other,
the range of timbres for the voice is shifted accordingly. SpeciGcally, when

the Timbre Sensitivity Knob is moved clear to the left (turning off the
keyboard control of timbre), moving the Timbre Center Knob to the left

shifts the timbre of the voice toward Timbre 1; moving the Timbre Center
Knob to the right shifts the voice toward Timbre 2.
As the Timbre Sensitivity Knob is moved to the right, the range of
timbres available under keyboard control is expanded. In this case, moving
the Timbre Center Knob to the right will shift the entire range of timbres
toward Timbre 2.

r
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Adding Touch-Sensitive Timbre Control to Voices
Some of the voices supplied with the Synergy are set up at the factory
so that the touch-sensitive control of timbre hais in effect been turned off.

If you activate and move the Timbre Center and Timbre Sensitivity
Knobs to modify these voices, you can set up the control of timbre to suit
any playing style.

Other voices are adjusted at the factory so that some control of timbre is
available from the keyboard whenever the voice is selected. For these voices,
you can change the way in which the keyboard controls timbre by activating
and moving the Timbre Center and Timbre Sensitivity Knobs.
There are some voices for which it is impossible to add touch-sensitive
control of timbre. This is the one major difference between touch-sensitive

control of amplitude and timbre on the Synergy. Touch-sensitive control of
amplitude can be added to any voice, but touch-sensitive control of timbre
will not necessarily work on all of the voices.

How are amplitude and timbre related?
There are two different sets of touch-sensitive controls on the Synergy.

The settings for amplitude control of a voice are completely independent of
the settings for timbre control of the same voice. For example, you can have
the amplitude control for a single voice set up so that only loud notes are

played; and the timbre can be set up so that the full range of timbres for
that voice is available. Alternatively, you can have the amplitude set up for

a wide range of amplitudes; and the timbre could be set so that basically
only two timbres will be produced.
Setting up the Touch-Sensitive Keyboard for different Voices

Every time you select a new voice using the Voice Switches, the Cen
ter and Sensitivity Knobs for both amplitude and timbre are de-activated.
When you activate any of these four knobs, the Center and Sensitivity
Knobs will affect only the voice which was most recently selected. This

means that you can have a different response for amplitude and/or timbre
set up for each voice on the Synergy. This should make it possible for you
to set up the Synergy keyboard in a variety of ways to suit your different
performance needs.

Chapter 9.

Multi-Voice Mode

Each voice on the Synergy can be used to play several notes at a time —

which means that the Synergy is a polyphonic synthesizer. It is also possible
to have up to four different voices available at any one time on the keyboard,
with the Synergy in Multi-Voice Mode. The first step will be to look at
the controls for getting the voices to play together in unison, which will be
covered in this chapter. Chapter 10 will show how to set up the keyboard so

that the different voices are played separately (for example, split keyboard).
Chapter 11 discusses how to save different groups of voices so that you can
recall them by simply touching one switch.

Save Switch

The Save Switch changes the Synergy from Single-Voice Mode to MultiVoice Mode. Press the Save Switch once, and the light for that switch will

be turned on. Like many other switches on the Synergy, when you press the
switch again, the light will go off.

In Single-Voice Mode, every time you press a Voice Switch to select
a new voice, all of the other voices are turned off. Multi-Voice Mode is

different. When you press a Voice Switch in Multi-Voice Mode, the voices
which were already selected will continue to sound from the keyboard, and
the new voice will be added as well. By pressing Voice Switches while the
'll.

Save Switch is on, you can select up to four voices which will play together
when you press a key. As always, to turn a voice off, you can simply press the
switch for that particular voice again. When you are in Multi-Voice Mode^
it is easy to tell which voices are selected, because the lights in the switches
for each of the voices selected will remain lit.
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Modifying Voices in Multi-Voice Mode
Sometimes it will be important to remember the order in which you
selected the voices in Multi-Voice Mode. One example will be discussed here;

Chapter 10 gives others. Suppose that you selected Voices No. 3, 18, 7, and
2, in that order. Now you want to add vibrato to Voice No. 2. The Vibrato
Rate Knob, like some of the other Synergy controls, will affect the settings
for only one voice at a time. When the Vibrato Rate Knob is activated, it
will change only Voice No. 2, since that was the last voice selected. If you
had selected Voices No. 8, 2, and 1, in that order, and then activated the
Vibrato Rate Knob, it would affect only Voice No. 1.
Here is the rule:

The Voice Controls affect only one voice at a time. The
voice which is changed by these controls is the voice
which was most recently selected.

And here's another example. Suppose that you had selected Voices No. 3,
17, 22, and 10, and now you want to change the settings for Voice No. 17.

One way to do this, of course, would be to turn off Voices No. 17, 22, and
10, and then turn back on Voice No. 17. But there is an easier way. After
you have selected Voices No. 3, 17, 22, and 10, you can turn off Voice No.
17, and then turn it back on again. Now the voice controls will affect only
Voice No. 17. This agrees completely with the rule just given.

Selecting more than four Voices

The Synergy is set up so that you can choose up to 4 of the 24 voices
to be played from the keyboard at any one time. What happens when you
have already selected four voices, and you try to select a fifth? The Synergy

simply ignores you when you push more voice switches. If you want to select
some other voice after you have selected four voices, then you must turn off
one or more of the four voices.

Returning to Single-Voice Mode

The Synergy stays in Multi-Voice Mode as long as the Save Switch is
on. When the Save Switch is turned off, the Synergy stays in Multi-Voice
Mode until a Voice Switch is pressed. Then the Synergy enters Single-Voice

Mode, all of the old voices are turned off, and the new voice is turned on.

1
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In the Unison Mode, when one key is pressed, all of the voices which are
available on the keyboard will play together. Suppose that you have selected
Voices No. 7, 18, and 23, and you play middle C and the E above middle
0. In Unison Mode, all three voices will produce a note at middle C, and all
three voices will also produce a note at B above middle 0. This means that
the Synergy will be playing a total of six different notes, even though only
two keys are pressed.

Rolling Mode

Make sure that the Voice Assignment has been switched to Rolling,

by pressing the Voice Aasign Switch on the Synergy until the light next
to "Rolling" on the console is turned on. (Also make sure that the "Key
Split" light is off — keep pressing the Voice Assign Switch as necessary
until the "Key Split" light is off, and the "Rolling" light is on).
In the "Rolling" Voice Assignment Mode,each new key which is pressed
is assigned a new voice, as shown in Figure 10.1a. Each voice in the figure
is shown with a separate symbol. The Rolling Voice Assignment Mode can
produce a fairly frantic effect, if you have selected several voices and you are
playing many notes quickly in both hands.

You can set up the order for "rolling" between the voices. Suppose that

you had pressed the switches for Voices No. 16, 3, and 22, in that order.
The first voice which you select with the Voice Switches (Voice No. 16) will
be the voice assigned to the first key played; it does not matter whether you
selected a lower-numfcered voice later. The second voice which you selected

(No. 3) will be played by the second key, and so on. In other words, the
order of voices played in Rolling Mode is governed by the order in which the
voices were selected.

Figure 10.1. The Rolling Voice Assignment Mode.
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you let the left hand get the first voice, then the right hand may be shifted
to another voice. This can be used to produce some interesting effects.

Key Split
In order to make things easier to explain, skip the "Float Split" Voice

Assignment Mode for now. Press the Voice Assign Switch until all of the
Voice Assignment Mode lights are off except for "Key Split."
It is possible to divide the keyboard into two halves, so that the com
puter in the Synergy will automatically assign a different voice to each half.
When the Synergy is shipped from the factory, the lower half of the Synergy

keyboard (from the bottom note to the B just below middle C) is set up to
be the "lower half" of the keyboard, and from middle C on up is the upper
half of the keyboard. In Key Split Mode, the first voice which was selected
using the Voice Switches is assigned to the lower half of the keyboard, and
the last voice selected with the switches is assigned to the upper half. If you
have selected more than two voices, then the other voices will be ignored.

If only one voice is on, then it will be played from both halves of the
keyboard. This is true for all of the split keyboard options described in the
rest of this chapter.

Set Switch — adjusting the Key Split

It is possible to change the position at which the keyboard will be split

in the various Split Keyboard Modes(Key Split has already been covered —
the others will follow in the rest of this chapter).
On the Synergy console, find the switch labelled Set. Press it once.
The red light above the switch should come on. Now press any key on the

Synergy keyboard. By pressing this key when the Set light is on, you have
changed the dividing point for the two halves of the split keyboard. The
light for the Set Switch should now be off. In order to move the position of
the keyboard split again, you must press the Set switch again.
When you press the Set switch and then press a key, no note will be
produced by the Synergy for that key. However, the next key played will

sound as usual (providing, of course, that a voice is on). So you do not have
to turn all of the voices off in order to change the position of the keyboard
split.

Float Split

Something like Key Split has been used on keyboard instruments (pipe
organs, harpsichords) for hundreds of years. For example, Handel played on
organs with this feature. This kind of split keyboard hats been a common

®
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Figure 10.2. In the Float Split Voice Assignment Mode,
the computer inside the Synergy will automatically as
sign the notes in the right hand to one voice, and the
notes in the left hand to the other voice, no matter where
the hands are placed on the keyboard.
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feature on analog synthesizers, home electronic organs, and other keyboard
instruments.

1
^ the player's
inside
the so
Synergy,
it isapossible
to make the
the
keyboard
follow"
hands
that, with
few restrictions,
right hand will always play with one voice, and the left hand will always

play with the left voice. This will happen even if the left hand is above the
right hand is below the initial key split.

The Digital Keyboards General Development System was the first all-digital

^nthesizer to introduce this feature, and the Synergy has it as well.
11 of the Voice Assignment Mode
works,
press
Voice
Assign
Switchforuntil
^
lights
havethe
been
turned
off except
the
"Float Split" light.

In the Key Split Voice Assignment Mode, the first voice selected is

assigned to the left hand, and the last voice selected (if there are more than
Wo voices) is played with the right hand. This also holds true for the Float
Split Mode. Likewise, the Synergy keyboard is initially set to split at middle
c.

Probably the quickest way to understand how the Float Split Mode

works is to stop reading this manual, set up the keyboard for Multi-Voice

Mode, select two voices, and play with both hands. Depending on how you
play, the two voices will track your two hands, no matter where you are on
the keyboard!

The rest of this section will cover several different examples showing

how the Float Split works, with some cases where the system might not work

as you would expect (these are fortunately rare). If you are not interested in

the details right now, skip them and come back to this section later.

Basically, the Float Split works as follows. Start with the hands playing

two separated chords, such as shown in Figure 10.2. For all practical pur

poses, one hand can play up to a tenth, that is, an octave and a third. When

the computer sees that a key has been pressed in Float Split Mode, it checks
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to find the lowest key and the highest key. Suppose that you had played the
left-hand chord in Figure 10.2 first. Then the computer would find that C
below middle C was the lowest note played, and assign a voice to that note

(not just any voice — the first voice selected). Then the computer would
scan up the keyboard, looking for notes within a tenth of that lowest note.
Any notes in this range (to E above middle C in the bass clef of Figure 10.2)
are also assigned to the same voice. Any notes higher than that are assumed
to lie in the right hand, and so they are assigned to the other voice. If the
notes in the right hand are played first, then the computer will attempt to
assign everything to the upper voice within a tenth from the top note. This
means that if you jump around on the keyboard, then it is possible for the
Float Split to track the hands.

In jumping around the keyboard, it is also possible to force the computer
to move the key split. Suppose that you were playing with both hands in
the bottom range of the keyboard. Then you want to move up to the area
above middle 0, with the voices divided between the hands. If you start
by playing some notes above middle C, then these notes will be assigned to
the upper voice, even if you are playing with the left hand. The way to get
around this is to play a very high note first. When this high note is played,
the entire keyboard split is moved up, and then the notes played in the left
hand around middle C will be heard in the lower voice. You can use the

same technique (but in the other direction) to artificially lower the keyboard
split after you have been playing in the high part of the keyboard.
When the hands come closer than about two octaves apart, then the

keyboard split is set up to lie between the two outer notes. In situations
like this, sometimes the computer will get confused about which note to play
with which voice. One way to get arotmd this is to arpeggiate the chords

just slightly. If you want the computer to assign more notes to the chord
in the right hand, then "arpeggiate" the chords in both hands, starting with
the top note in the right hand. If you want there to be more notes in the
left hand, "arpeggiate" the chords in both hands, starting with the lowest
note in the left hand. This arpeggiation can be very quick, in fact so quick
that the ear will hear only one chord, but still the keyboard split will occur
as desired.

You can explicitly reset the initial keyboard split position, using the Set
Switch as discussed earlier in the chapter. Also, when you take your hands
off the keyboard for a fairly long period of time, the computer will not reset

the keyboard split to middle C (or wherever you have explicitly placed the
initial setting). When you come back to the keyboard (after having taken
a break, or aHer playing on some other instruments) the Float Split will be
where you left it.

To a limited extent, the two voices can even be crossed. In Figure 10.3,
the left hand is holding a chord (dashed lines), and the right hand plays a

scale passage down toward the left hand. If the right hand plays between the
notes of the chord, as shown in the figure, the computer will still keep track
of which voice is supposed to be playing which notes. The right-hand scale
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Figure 10.S. The Float Split Voice Assignment Mode.
The right hand plays a line in one voice which crosses
over part of a chord played in the left hand on a different

voice. The computer inside the Synergy keeps track of
which voice is playing which notes.

passage can then come back out of the chord, still playing with the proper
voice.

Compound Split Keyboard Modes

There are two more combinations of the lights for the Voice Assignment
Modes. In the modes discussed so far, only one of the lights is on. If the Float

Split Voice Assignment Mode is selected, and you press the Voice Assign
again, two of the lights will come on: Key Split and Rolling. With this
setup, the first voice which was selected using the Voice Switches is played
in the left hand; the other voices are distributed in the right hand according
to the Rolling Mode.

Press the Voice Assign Switch again. The Key Split light will stay
on, and the First Available will come on. In this setting, again the left

hand will play the first voice selected, but now the other voices will be played
in the right hand according to the First Available Mode.

If you press the Voice Assign Switch one last time, all of the Voice
Assignment Mode lights will go out, and the Voice Assignment Mode will
return to Unison.

Transposition

Here is an example of the kinds of things that you can do by combining
the Voice Assignment Modes with other features of the Synergy, in this case,
Transposition.

Select a voice and transpose it up an octave. Select another voice and

m

transpose it down an octave. With the Float Split Voice Assignment Mode,
you can play ducts in the two hands, keeping the hands, on the average, two
octaves apart. The transposed voices will then sound as though they were
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playing in the same range. And no matter where the hands travel on the
keyboard, the Float Split will keep the voices apart.

Chapter 11. Programs

j
1

There are many musical situations in which the performer needs to
change a large number of settings quickly. This was sometimes a problem on
analog synthesizers; changing the settings of 10 or 20 knobs and switches be

tween numbers(or even between sections of one number)is nearly impossible,
especially if the changes have to be accurate.

To make the Synergy more flexible, and to allow for quick, accurate
recall of the settings for the voices, there is a feature for storing one or more
voices, complete with settings for various knobs and switches, as a Program
which can be recalled simply by pressing one switch.
Stored Programs

Suppose that you have worked with Voices No. 2, 3, 5, and 8, setting
them up so that they can be used in a piece which you will be recording
later, or performing as part of a set on stage. You can save these voices in a
Stored Program.

There is room in the Synergy for eight Stored Programs, four for the
internal voice and four for the external cartridge (discussed in Chapter 14.
Each Stored Program can hold up to four different voices. For each voice,
the settings for the voice controls are saved:
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Portamento Quantization Switch
Portamento Rate Knob

Vibrato Depth Knob
Vibrato Delay Knob
Vibrato Rate Knob

Transpose Switch
Timbre Center Knob

Timbre Sensitivity Knob
Amplitude Center Knob

Amplitude Sensitivity Knob
Channel Assign Switch

In addition, each Stored Program will contain the settings for the
following:

Voice Assignment Mode, including Key Split setting
Which voice was most recently selected
Pitch Bend Throw

Saving a Stored Program

In order to save this information in a Stored Program, the Save Switch

(see Chapter 9) must be turned on. With the Save Switch on, simply press
one of the four Program Switches on the Synergy console. Then all of the
information just listed will be saved, and the light for the Program Switch
will be turned on. Whenever the light for one of the Stored Programs is on,
something has been stored in that Program's memory.

When you press a Program Switch with the Save Switch turned on,
the Save Switch will also be turned off. This means that the keyboard will

leave Multi-Voice Mode whenever the next Voice Switch is pressed (this was

explained in Chapter 9). This is especially useful when you are performing,
you save some voices in a Program, and continue playing until you want to
change to a new configuration of voices. Since the Save Switch has been
turned off, you only have to press the switch for one (new) voice, and all of
the other voices which were playing will be turned off. If you want to stay

in Multi-Voice Mode after storing a Program, simply press the Save Switch
again.

Recalling a Stored Program

When you want to recall a Program from the Program memory,simply
press the switch for the Program which you want to play. Any voices which
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are currently turned on "will be turned ofif. Then the voice(s) which you
previously recorded into the Stored Program will be activated. Specifically,
for each voice in the Stored Program which you recall, the voice control
settings and the other information in the Stored Program will replace the
current settings on the instrument. The values active before pressing the
Program Switch will be overwritten, and hence lost.

Restore Switch — erasing a Stored Program

If you decide for some reason to erase a Stored Program, you can do so

by pressing first the Restore Switch, and then the switch for the Program to
be erased. When this is done, the light for the Program will go out(meaning
that the Program memory for that Program is empty), and the Restore
Switch will be turned off.

It is not necessary to erase the memory for a Stored Program before
storing a new Program. Whenever you store a Program, whatever was stored
there before will simply be replaced by the new Program.
The Synergy will simply ignore you if you attempt to select a Stored
Program which is completely cleared.
Stored Program Memory

Whatever you save as a Stored Program will be remembered until
you store something else into the same Program number, or you clear the

Program. In particular, if you turn off the Synergy, the Program will still
be there when you turn the Synergy back on.

ii!

:
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Chapter 12.

The Sequencer

The Synergy contains a flexible Sequencer which works like the se
quencers on analog synthesizers, except that the Sequencer on the Synergy
will do much more. Basically, you can play something on the keyboard
and have it recorded into the Sequencer for playback later. Up to four
different Sequencer tracks can be recorded and played back independently
or together. Each track can hold as many different voices and notes as you

can play with two hands on the keyboard (the restrictions on this will be
covered later in this chapter). As long as the Synergy is plugged in and
turned on, the Sequencer will remember whatever is recorded in its four
tracks. When the Synergy is turned off, all information in the Sequencer ts
lost.

Recording One TVack
Among the controls for the Sequencer on the Synergy console, there is
a switch labelled Record. When you press it once, the light for this switch

will come on (and some other things happen, to be discussed later). As with
many switches on the Synergy, if you press the Record Switch again, the
light will go off, and nothing else will happen.
After the light for the Record Switch has been turned on, the Sequen
cer is almost ready to Record; you must also select one of the four Sequen
cer tracks for recording. To do this, press one of the four Sequencer Track
Switches while the Record light is on. The light for the Record Switch will
then be turned off, and the light for the Sequencer track will start flashing
very quickly.
The final step in setting up a recording is to press the Sequencer

On/Off Switch. When you are ready to being recording, press this switch;
its light will be turned on, and the Sequencer is recording.
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Figure 12.1. Maple Leaf Rag hy Scott Joplin.
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Now all that's missing is some music to record. The examples in this
chapter will use the opening few measures of the Maple Leaf Rag by Scott
Joplin, given :n Figure 12.1. If you would rather play something else into the
Sequencer, go ahead. But stop reading this manual, and play something
into the Sequencer.

Anything which you can play on the keyboard can be recorded by the
Sequencer. This means that you can use any combination of voices, with
any of the Voice Assignment Modes. Portamento, Pitch Bend, Modul
ation, and the FootSwitches are recorded as well. When the recording is
done, press the Sequencer On/Off Switch one last time; the light for that
switch will be turned off, and the light for the Sequencer track will stop
flashing.
Playing One Track

If everything discussed in the last section worked correctly, something
has now been recorded into one of the Sequencer tracks. Playing this
material back is even easier. Press the Sequencer On/OiT Switch once.
The track will start playing back, and Figure 12.2 shows the results. When

the track is done, the light for the Sequencer On/Off Switch will be turned
off.

Obviously, if you want to stop Playback before the end of the track,
you can press the Sequencer On/Off Switch while the track is playing. If
you press this switch twice quickly while the track is playing, the same track
will start over again "from the top."

Track 1

Figure 12.2.

I: 1
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For Playback, the light for the Sequencer track must be on (not

flashing). This is set up automatically after recording. When you turn off the

Sequencer On/OffSwitch, any tracks set to Record are automatically reset
to Playback so that you can easily check what was recorded. A Sequencer
track can also be set up for Playback manually, by pressing the Sequencer
Track Switch until the light for that track stays on.

Playing along with the Sequencer

While the Sequencer is playing back its track(s), you can play on the

keyboard, using the same voice or different voices. \\^en the track is being
recorded, the Sequencer stores which voice was used to play which note(s).
Thus, you can record a track onto the Sequencer using one voice; when you
play back the track, you can turn off the original voice, and then turn on
some other voice to play from the keyboard.
^Erasing One Track

Erasing a track is very simple. Press the Record Switch once. Press
the Sequencer Track Switch for the track which you want to erase. Press
the Sequencer On/Off Switch once to turn it on. Without playing any
notes on the keyboard, turn off the Sequencer On/Off Switch. The track
will now be completely erased.
n u j u
If you decide that you don't want to erase the track after all, then don t

press the Sequencer On/Off Switch. Instead, press the Record Switch
again to turn off recording, and the track will not be changed in any way.
Sequencer Memory

The Sequencer contains its own computer memory. When you turn

off the Synergy (or when the power,fails, or your roadie accidentally unplugs
the Synergy just before you start your act), then the Sequencer memory

is completely erased. This means that when you turn on the Synergy, the
Sequencer memory will be blank.
Space Light

The Synergy can hold up to approximately 1750 different notes(a note
includes key down and key up) in the Sequencer. There is a light labelled

Sequencer Space near the knobs and switches for the Sequencer which

will warn you that the Sequencer is nearly full. This light will start flashing

slowly when there is room left in the Sequencer for about 100 notes. When
the light starts flashing quickly, there is room left for only about 25 notes. If
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the light turns on and stays on, the Sequencer is completely full. In order

to record anything else, you must erase a track.
The Sequencer as event recorder

Actually, the Sequencer on the Synergy can best be thought of as an
event recorder. This means that every time a key on the keyboard is played

iSt:.
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while you are recording, or when certain other things happen, an entry is
made in the Sequencer's memory. For the keys on the keyboard, each entry
will contain the following information:

which key was played

which voice(s) were played by the key

velocity of the key

duration (how long the key stayed down)

Every time the Joystick or one of the FootSwitches is moved, an entry

is made in the Sequencer's memory as well. The Joystick can be used to
record either Pitch Bend or Modulation. It is important to remember

that the Joystick can eat up Sequencer space by itself, depending on the

Pitch Bend Throw and how fast the Joystick is moved.

Finally, if you press a Sequencer Track Switch while the Sequencer
IS recording, an event for that switch will be stored in the Sequencer. The
uses of this will be covered below, in the section "Using one track to control

other tracks."

men you are playing back a track from the Sequencer, the informa

tion for each event is retrieved from the Sequencer memory and passed

on to the synthesizer proper, just as though you yourself were playing the

Synergy.

Initial rests

The computer inside the Synergy has been programmed to make the
Sequencer more flexible than the sequencers on analog synthesizers. For

example, suppose that you waited for a long time to start recording after
you had pressed the Sequencer On/Off Switch, so that what you recorded

might sound as shown in Figure 12.3. When you record this into a single
track, and then play back that track, the initial rests will be chopped off,
and the track will start playing immediately when you press the Sequencer
Switch. (If the initial rest is longer than 8 seconds, only the first 8
seconds will be chopped off.) This means that the recording will be played

back as shown in Figure 12.2.

The end of the initial rest can also be marked by moving the Joystick
or one of the FootSwitches, as implied in the previous section. If nothing
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Track 1

Figure 18.S. When the track is played back, the initial
rests will be omitted.

has been recorded into the track yet, then the motion of the Joystick or
FootSwitch will mark the begin of the track.

This means that the Joystick or FootSwitches can be used to force an
initial rest into a track. If you are recording a track, and the first thing you

do is to move the Joystick or the FootSwitches, then any rests thereafter
will actually be recorded as rests.
Repeat

When you press a Sequencer Track Switch to select a track for

Playback, the light for that track is turned on and stays on until it is turned
off manually. If you press the Sequencer Track Switch again, the light
will start flashing slowly. (Remember that when the light is flashing quicldj^
the track is set to Record). Now, when you press the Sequencer On/Off
Switch, the track will start playing. But when the end of the track is reached,

the track starts to play back from the beginning. This repeating playb^k

will continue (see Figure 12.4) until you turn off the Sequencer On/Off
Switch! If you hear that there are extra rests before each repeat, or that
some notes seem to be missing, the reasons why will be explained in the next
section.

Track 1

Figure 12.4'
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Specifying the end of the Track

Whenever you record a track on the Sequencer, the last note which
you play has a very important function: it marks the end of the track. It is
very important to remember this when recording a track into the Sequencer.
This chapter started with the example given in Figure 12.1. Notice that
this example ends with an E-flat in the left hand. Figure 12.2 shows how
this would sound when played back. This example is missing that last E^flat
11 you want to make sure that the last E-flat is played, then you will have

to record an additional note! For example, you might record Figure 12.5:
When you play this back, then you will hear everything except the very last
note, as shown in Figure 12.6.
Here is the rule:

The track being recorded cuts off the last note played.
The last note played marks the end of the track, includ
ing any final rests you want to include.

Specifying the end of Repeat Tracks

The situation gets even more interesting for a track which will be
repeated. Suppose that you wait for a few beats before playing the last note
of the recording, so that you end up recording something like Figure 12.7.
will not end when you turn off the Sequencer

On/OIT Switch, but with the last note played. In Figure 12.7, the track ends

Track 1

-V— 1"

Figure 12.6.
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Figure 12.7.

with the A-Bat octave in the left hand, followed by a rest which is recorded

as part of the track. However, the rest after the last note in Figure 12.7 will

not be recorded. Now when you play back Figure 12.7 by having the track

set to Repeat, it should sound something like the example in Figure 12.8.
The syncopation can become even more pronounced, depending on what is
recorded.

Sequencer Speed Knob

The Sequencer Speed Knob controls the tempo for playing^ back
tracks from the Sequencer. As with the other knobs, it must be activated
(see Chapter 3) before it will have any effect. As you turn the knob to the
right, the track(s) being played from the Sequencer will get faster; turning
the knob to the left will make them slower.
i. i u
*1,
When the speed is returned to its normal seting, the light above the

Sequencer Speed Knob will turn off. In order to make overdubbing easier,
the light for the Sequencer Speed Knob will flash slowly when the Sequen
cer speed is exactly two times normal speed, and will flash quickly when the
Sequencer speed is exactly four times normal speed (this setting is all the
way to the right on the knob).

JTrack 1

fcl
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Y

Figure 12.8.
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Sequencer Speed Knob has no effect when you are recording into
''®®" "cof'Ung.
Sequencer
p ed Knob is 7°
de-activated, and the''™
Sequencer
speed is the
returned
to its

normal setting.

Transposition

Chapter 6 covers how to transpose a voice up or down by one or more
half-steps, using the Transpose Switch. This same switch can be used to
transpose up or down when you are playing back tracks from the Sequencer.
Ihe Sequencer transposition works like as transposition for a voice.
When you Pr^ss the Transpose Switch, the light for that switch will come
n. Then the bottom half of the keyboard, up to middle C, is used for
tr^sposmg the Sequencer When you play a track from the Sequencer
With the Transpose Switch on, you can play a note below middle C and
he Sequencer will be transposed accordingly. You do not need to hold

^note down; just pressing it once will cause the transposition to happen,
men you want to return the Sequencer to its original setting, play the C
below middle C which is "home base" for this transposition feature.
liarlier in this chapter, it says that you can play along with the Sequen-

cer while the Sequencer is playing back its tracks. This is also possible
when the Sequencer transposition feature is turned on, except that you

should not play any notes below middle C on the keyboard.
Recording more than one Track

fa compictely polyphonic and
polytmbral. This means that for Sequencer
any of the four
sequencer tracks, you can

mcord more than one note at a time, using more than one voice at a time.

You can also play back more than one track at a time, simply to hear the

oth2\rack^

tracks already recorded as guides in recording

ii 1

[»' i

Ttrack No. 1 on the
thisSequencer
works, record
left-hand
of the
Rag into
(seetheFigure
12.9).part
After
youJoplin
have recorded
his track, you can record the right-hand part into another track, such as
Tra^ No. 2. Press the IJ^ecord Switch, then the Sequencer Track Switch
for Track No 2. Now when you press the Sequencer On/Off Switch, the
left-hand part in Track No. 1 will be played while you record the right-hand
part (see F'gure 12.10 — the I's show what's being played back from the
f^

recording and turn off the Sequencer

n1
in E-flat
Track
No. 9^^
2 will11 mark the end of Track No. 2. If you want to hearplayed
the last
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Track 1
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Figure 12.9.

octave in the right hand, an extra note such as shown in Figure 12.10 must
be included!

Playing back more than one IVack

Whenever you turn on the Sequencer On/Off Switch, the Sequencer
will start to play any tracks which have been set to Play or Repeat. Before
reading further, listen to both tracks of the Joplin example, just to make
sure that they were recorded correctly.
Initial rests

Earlier in this chapter, its says that when you play back an individual
track by itself, any initial rests will be removed. When the right-hand part

recorded in Track 2 of Figure 12.10 is played (with Track 1 turned ofl), the
initial rests are stripped off. When you play two or more tracks together, the

first note in any of the tracks will play as soon as the Sequencer On/Off
Switch is turned on. The initial rests of the other tracks will be changed
so that the other tracks will enter at the proper time. This means that if
you had initially recorded the tracks as shown in Figure 12.11, then the rests
shown in this figure would be omitted from both tracks when you play them
back together.
The situation changes slightly when you play back one or more tracks
while recording a new track. In this case, all of the initial rests originally
recorded in each track set for Playback are reproduced just as they were

Track 2

Track 1

Figure 12.10.
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Figure 12.11.

recorded. Thus if you decide to add another track to Figure 12.11, the
initial rests will be played back while you are recording the new material
;♦?
rests to the beginning of a track aRer you have recorded

R

left-hand part of the Joplin piece

rJi
Sequencer, it is
remember
this and to plan the tracks in advance.

important to

Sequencer Speed and Transposition

The Sequencer Speed Knob and Transposition features, described

earlier m this chapter, ^ect the Sequencer no matter how many tracks

togethM^

Sequencer tracks being played are affected

Repeat 'lVack(s)

When you are playing several tracks together, you can make the Sequencer repeat, just like the Repeat setting introduced above for one voice.

o do this, select all of the tracks which are supposed to be playing, using
the Sequencer Track Switch, so that the light for each track to be played
ison. Then select one or more tracks to Repeat, by pressing the Sequencer
Track Switch for the appropriate tracks again; the light for any track set
to Repeat will flash slowly.

+track, rhe repeat
^'■^cks
actually play
and repeat
depends
the which
length isofset
each
mechanism
is governed
by the
longestontrack
to
Repeat. When the end of this longest Repeat track is reached, it immediately
repeats. Any Repeat track or Playback track which has already finished will
wait for the repeat to begin. Extra rests will be inserted at the end of the

other tracks as necessary.

The Joplin Rag will show how this works. Suppose that you had

recorded two tracks, with rests at the end as shown in Figure 12.12. If vou

:i)

ill:

play this with Track No. 1 set to Repeat, and Track No. 2 set to Playback,
the result will be similar to what is shown in Figure 12.4. This example
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Track 1

Figure 12.12.

"would be played the same if you had both tracks set to Repeat, since the
repeat mechanism depends on the longest track set to Repeat.
The situation is more complicated when there is a Playback track longer

than the longest Repeat track. Again, the repeat mechanism is controlled
by the longest track which is set to Repeat. If you have a Playback track
which is longer than the longest Repeat track, then this Playback track will
continue playing after the other tracks have begun to repeat. When the
Playback track reaches the end of what was recorded, then rests are inserted
automatically until the repeat occurs again, and then all of the tracks start

over (including the Repeat track). This can mean that the Playback track
which is longer than the longest Repeat track may drop out for a while. This
will happen if you set Track No. 1 to Playback, and Track No. 2 to Repeat;
the result will be as shown in Figure 12.13.

R«p««t

Track 1

Playback

U j '1
0

\l-

y 1*

—r

^

L

y

1

Figure 12.13. Track 1, recorded as in Figure 12.12, is
longer than Track 2. Track 2 is set to repeat. At the end
of the first repetition of Track 2, Track 1 ts still playing;
after it finishes, it drops out temporarily until Track 2
starts again.

_
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Starting and stopping tracks during Playback
When you have recorded several different tracks, you can turn them on
and off as the Sequencer is playing. However, the tracks may not start or
stop immediately.

When you turn on a Sequencer track while other tracks are already
playing back, the new track will not start playing until the longest Repeat
track is restarted.

A Sequencer track will continue to play to the end when it is manually
turned off.

In a few isolated cases, turning on a Sequencer track while a note
played on the keyboard is sounding can cause the note to be cut off. This
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 13.

Silent Track(8)
Earlier, in the section "The Sequencer as Event Recorder," it says that
the Sequencer will record events from the Joystick and FootSwitches.
This means that it is possible to record a silent track using, say, only one
FootSwitch: Instead of playing some notes, simply press the FootSwitch
once to "start" the track, and once to "stop" it. Such a track could be

useful in some instances. For example, suppose that you have a very short
Repeat track, and a very long track set to Playback. A third, "silent" track
is recorded with one FootSwitch to be longer than the Repeat track but
shorter than the Playback track. You start playing the Sequencer with the
"silent" track turned off; after a few repeats, you turn on the "silent" track.

The "silent" track is now the longest Repeat track, and it will govern the
repeat mechanism.
Using one TVack to control other Tracks

In the section "The Sequencer ais Event Recorder," it says that you
can record changes in the settings of the Sequencer Track Switches. This

means that a track can turn any track (including itself) off and on at any
time. The effect .is the same as if you had recorded the track, and then
manually pushed the switches at the appropriate time during Playback.
This is useful for doing things like having a track repeat a fixed number
of times and then shut down. You can use a Silent Track to start a track

some number of times. Or, one track can turn on another track, and turn it
off later.

Bear in mind that if a track is turned on, it does not start up im
mediately. According to the rules given earlier in this chapter, the track will
start only when the longest currently playing Repeat track restarts. This
means, of course, that if a track is turned on when there arc no Repeat
tracks playing, it will never get started. Similarly, if one Sequencer track
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turns off another track, the second track will still play to the end of the
recorded material before stopping.

Summary of Repeat and Playback Modes

If you are playing back one track (whether set to Repeat or Playback
Mode), the initial rest (up to 8 seconds) is omitted; rests at the end of the
track are retained.

If you are playing several tracks in Playback or Repeat Mode, the first
note across all of the tracks (see Figure 12.11) is played as soon as the
Sequencer On/Off Switch is pressed. The initial rests of the other tracks
are shortened accordingly.

If there are any Repeat tracks, the longest Repeat track governs the

repeat. Rests are inserted after the end of Playback tracks and other (shorter)
Repeat tracks until the longest Repeat track is finished. Then all of the
tracks repeat together. Initial rests are omitted in repeats, just like at the
beginning of Playback with one track.
If there is a Playback track longer than the longest Repeat track, then
it continues playing even though the other tracks have started to repeat.
Rests are inserted at the end of this longer Playback track until the other
tracks repeat again.

"Even" Feature for Track No. 1

Suppose that you had recorded the left-hand part for the Maple Leaf
Rag into Track No. 1. Then you decide that it needs to be smoothed out
so that the time between notes is exactly the same. The Sequencer Even

Switch will do exactly that for whatever is recorded in Track No. 1. When

you press the Sequencer Even Switch, the light for this switch will stay on.
When you play back Track No. 1, all of the notes in this track, including the
initial rests, are evened out so that the notes are evenly spaced. With the
Sequencer Speed Knob at its normal setting, this works out to 1/4 second
per note. Since the left-hand part of Figure 12.1 contains only eighth notes,
this might help smooth out any inconsistencies in the recording. Obviously,
doing this to the right-hand part will distort it!
There is a built-in chord detector which looks for chords in the track.
A "chord" in this case is any group of notes which have start times very
close to each other. When the Even feature finds a "chord" in Track 1, it

plays the entire chord on one beat, and plays the next note (or chord) on the
following beat.

1
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Re-Orchestrating the Sequencer

To a certain extent, it is possible to change the recording when you are
playing it back. In explaining this, it will be helpful to remember that the
Voice Controls on the Synergy affect only one individual voice, but other
controls affect the Synergy as a whole.

Suppose that you have used Voice No. 3 for recording something into
Track No. 2. If you change the Voice Control settings for Voice No. 3
while the track is playing back, then the notes recorded in the track will be

affected. Another way of saying this is that the Sequencer "goes through"
the Voice Controls rather than recording the Voice Control settings as part
of a track. If the settings for Portamento or the stereo outputs are changed,
the difference will be especially noticeable.

In order to change the settings of the Voice Controls, recall that you
must select the voice using the Voice Switches, and then activate the ap
propriate knob or press the appropriate switch. You can do this even while

the Sequencer is playing. For the Transpose Switch, remember that if any
sequencer track is |)laying, transposition will affect the Sequencer only, not
the individual voices.

Selecting a Program may or may not have an effect on the sequencer.
Remember that when you select some Program, the settings for as many as
four voices can be changed. If the Transposition of a voice is changed by
selecting a Program, for example, then selecting a Program will alter the
recorded track being played back.
The Voice Controls affect individual voices. There are other features of

the Synergy which affect the entire instrument, such as the Tuning Knob,

the selection of the external cartridge (to be explained in Chapter 14), and
the Volume Knobs for the right and left channels. Any change in these
will affect the recorded tracks in the Sequencer. (If you select voices from
the external cartridge, in effect you will change the entire orchestration for
what is recorded in the Sequencer, which will be explained in more detail
in Chapter 14).
During Playback from the Sequencer, you can change the following
without having any effect on what is played from the Sequencer:
Joystick — both Modulation and Pitch Bend
Voice Assignment Modes

Single/Multi-Voice Mode
Footswitches

For example, this means that if you are pedalling using the Sustain FootSwitch,
nothing in the Sequencer will be affected.

Chapter 13.

Resources

The Synergy is a polyphonic instrument, which means that you can
play more than one note at a time on the keyboard or from the Sequen
cer. It is also polytimbral, which means that more than one voice can be

played together. There are certain limitations, which hold for all digital
^nthesizers, governing how many notes can be played on how many voices
at once. Normally, these limitations will not affect your playing. But it is
important to be aware of the nature of the problem, in case the Synergy
seems to be doing something that doesn't seem to make sense at first.
In addition to the computer and memory introduced in earlier chapters,
the Synergy contains a printed circuit board with 32 digital oscillators.
There are 24 voices provided with the Synergy. The 32 oscillators are not
permanently assigned to the 24 voices. When you press a key, the computer

decides which voice(s) are supposed to play, sets up the envelopes for the
oscillators, finds some oscillators which are not in use yet, and starts the
note; all of this happens within a fraction of a second. When the note has
finished playing, then the computer can use these oscillators for another
note. This flexibility in patching the 32 available oscillators is one of the
great advantages of digital synthesizers.

Single-Voice Mode

Different voices may require different numbers of oscillators for each
note. Suppose that a voice is playing which takes four oscillators to make
one note. How many notes can play at once? The math is easy:
32 oscillators divided by 4 oscillators per note = 8 notes.
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For a voice y^hich requires five oscillators to produce one note, a maximum
of six notes 'will play at once. In this case, two oscillators will be left over.
As a final example, a voice which requires only two oscillators per note will
play as many as sixteen notes at once.

Multi-Voice Mode: Unison Voice Assignment

When more than one voice is being played from the keyboard at once,
the computer attempts to divide up the oscillators among the voices so that
the greatest number of notes can be played by the greatest number of voices.
At the same time, the computer tries to minimize the number of oscillators
leE unused.

Suppose that a voice which requires three oscillators per note is playing
along with another voice which takes four oscillators to make one note.

Obviously, there can be at least four notes in both voices, since
4 notes x 3 oscillators per note for the first voice
+ 4 notes x 4 oscillators per note for the second voice

= 28 oscillators,
which is less than 32. How about 5 notes? Not quite, since
5 notes x 3 oscillators per note

+ 5 notes x 4 oscillators per note
= 35 oscillators,
which is more than the Synergy contains.
This process operates in a similar manner, no matter how many voices
are selected. If you add a second voice which requires four oscillators per
note, then only three notes can be played on the keyboard at once:
3 notes x 3 oscillators per note
+ 3 notes x 3 oscillators per note

+ 3 notes x 4 oscillators per note (in the other voice)
= 30 oscillators.

Obviously, in Unison mode, the more voices selected at once, the fewer notes
which can be played on the keyboard at a time.

|
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Split Keyboard

When a split keyboard Voice Assignment Mode is selected, the situation

is changed just slightly. Remember that in the split keyboard modes, only
two voices can be played at one time: one in the left hand, and one in
the right. If three or more voices are selected, then some of the voices are
effectively being wasted. And the notes which belong to those voices are also
being wasted. When selecting split keyboard modes, it makes sense to turn
off the voices that aren't being used.
Rolling, First Available

These two Voice Assignment Modes are slightly different from Unison
and the split keyboard modes when it comes to assigning oscillators to voices.

In these Voice Assignment Modes, only one voice is played for each key
pressed on the keyboard.

This will change the example presented earlier, where there was a voice

with four oscillators per note and another voice with three oscillators per
note. With Rolling or First Available Modes, a total of at least eight notes
can be played at once:
4 notes x 3 oscillators per note for the first voice

+ 4 notes x 4 oscillators per note for the second voice
= 28 oscillators,
This would leave four oscillators unused. These four oscillators could be used

to play another note with the three-oscillator voice, making a total of nine
notes requiring 31 oscillators. But in general it would make more sense to

use the last four oscillators for the four-oscillator voice, for a total of nine
notes with 32 oscillators. In other words, all of the oscillators are used up
whenever possible.

What happens when you play too many notes

Returning to Single-Voice Mode, if one voice is selected which requires
four oscillators to produce one note, then as many as eight notes can be
played. Suppose that the chord shown in Figure 13.1 is being held. Now
the A above middle C is played, as shown in Figure 13.2. On some digital
synthesizers, the new note simply will not play until you release some other
note. But on the Synergy, and on some other digital synthesizers, one of the
notes being played is stopped to make room for the new note.
On the Synergy, it is easy for you the player to know which note will
be sacrificed. Here is the rule:
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Figure IS.l.

Figure IS.2.

When all of the available notes have been used up, and a
new note is played, then one of the old notes is released

by the computer in the Synergy. The lowest note being
held is never released in this way. Instead, the computer
automatically finishes the oldest note above the lowest
note, and then plays the new note.

Suppose that the chord in Figure 13.1 is arpeggiated, as shown in Figure
13.3, and then the "extra" note at A above middle C is added. As Figure
13.3 shows, the lowest E will be released, because it is the oldest note in the
chord, and it is not the lowest note.

If the chord is arpeggiated from the top, as shown in Figure 13.4,
then the oldest note (the E at the top of the chord) will be automatically
finished by the computer inside the Synergy, making room for a new note
to be played. In this way, the Synergy attempts to provide a musically
"reasonable" solution to the problem of running out of oscillators when "too
many" notes are played.

This El| will be released

Figure 13.3.
This Ei) will be released

t
Figure 13.4.
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Figure IS.5

More on assigning oscillators to Voices

There are some cases in which "too many" notes are played on the

keyboard, and a note is played anyway! This probably won't happen very
often, and in fact is a very subtle matter. So if you are not interested in
such details now, skip this section and come back to it later.
Earlier in this chapter, there was an example in the Unison Voice Assign
ment Mode with two voices: one required three oscillators per note, and
another took four oscillators to make one note. Remember that to play five
notes with this combination of voices would require 35 oscillators, since
5 notes x 3 oscillators per note

-k 5 notes x 4 oscillators per note
= 35 oscillators,

which is more than the Synergy contains.

However, there is a way to get five notes out of this patch. If the
four-oscillator voice plays five notes, then
4 notes x 3 oscillators per note

-h 5 notes x 4 oscillators per note
= 32 oscillators,

which is exactly what the Synergy contains. The Synergy would not have
the three-oscillator voice play the fifth note, because one oscillator would be
left unused.

What happens when you play five notes? Suppose that the two voices

have been selected, and the keys shown in Figure 13.5 are played. (Since the
Unison Voice Assignment mode has been selected, each key will be played

in each voice). When the A above middle C is added, then according to the
rule given earlier in this chapter, the E above middle C will be released in
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the three-oscillator voice, so that this voice can play the A. But there are
actually enough oscillators for the four-oscillator voice to play all five notes.
The result "will be as shown in Figure 13.6. This means that in some cases
in the Unison Voice Assignment Mode, an extra note can be played in one

voice. However, since only one voice is playing the note, it will probably be
softer than the other notes of the chord.

Effects of the Sequencer

In Chapter 12, it says that the Sequencer can be thought of as an
event recorder. Among the items recorded for each event are the note which
was played, and the voice(s) used to play the note.

When you select a track for playback with the Sequencer, the com
puter in the Synergy automatically selects the voices which the track will

need. This happens even if the voice has not been turned on using the Voice
Switches, In turn, this can affect the number of notes which are available on
the keyboard.

Suppose that you have recorded a one-note bass line into Track No.
1 using a voice with five oscillators per note, and Track No. 2 contains

chords played with another voice, requiring two oscillators per note. When
the Sequencer is playing back, how many more notes can be played on the
keyboard at the same time?

ti!

Whenever you select Track No. 2, the computer will automatically
believe that the two-oscillator voice is on, even if the switch for that voice
shows that it is off. This means that the computer will attempt to claim

|i'

some oscillators for the two-oscillator voice. If the Voice Switches show that

only a three-oscillator voice is on, and you turn Track No. 2 to Playback or
Repeat, here's v/hat will happen:

Track No. 2: 7 notes x 2 oscillators per note = 14 oscillators
Keyboard: 6 notes x 3 oscillators per note = 18 oscillators

$

o : 3- oscillator voice

+

♦ : 4- oscillator voice

Figure IS.6
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for a grand, total of 32 oscillators in use. This means that the Sequencer
can play up to seven notes at a time from Track No. 2, and you can play up
to six notes on the keyboard at the same time.

If you play more than six notes on the keyboard, then a note will be
stolen, as explained earlier in this chapter. Likewise, if the Sequencer tries
to play more than seven notes, a note will be stolen. In both of these cases,
the rule given in an earlier section of this chapter will still be followed: the
note to be stolen will be the oldest note sounding, except that the lowest
note is never touched. In this case, the oldest note can come from either the
Sequencer or the keyboard.

It is important to remember this when setting up tracks for Repeat or
Playback from the Sequencer. What happens, for example, when you turn
on the bass line in Track No. 1? Even though only one note is played at a

time, the computer will attempt to distribute the oscillators evenly between
the keyboard and the two sequencer tracks, which results in:
Track No. 1: 3 notes x 5 oscillators per note == 15 oscillators
Track No. 2: 4 notes X 2 oscillators per note = 8 oscillators

Keyboard: 3 notes x 3 oscillators per note = 9 oscillators
for a total of 32 oscillators in use. Track No. 1, of course, only needs one

note. This means that 10 oscillators (2 notes x 5 oscillators per note) are
taken even though they could be used to provide three more notes on the

keyboard, or two more notes for Track No. 2. This will happen even if the
five-oscillator voice originally used to record the bass line is turned off with
the switches on the Synergy console.

When you are done with the bass line in Track No. 1, it is important
to turn it off. It will not be necessary to erase the track. Simply turning it

off(using the Sequencer Track Switches) will release any oscillators which
are claimed for the track.

The bass line could even affect the chords recorded in Track No. 2. In

the configuration just given, there are only four notes assigned to Track No.
2. If you have recorded a five-note chord in Track No. 2, then a note will
have to be stolen from somewhere. In short, if an unneeded track is carelessly

left on, the recording in Track No. 2 could turn out sounding different from
what you had intended.

The moral is to be careful when using the Sequencer. The resources

on the Synergy, like the resources on all digital synthesizers, are limited. If
you leave a sequencer track ready for Playback or Repeat, then the track
can eat up oscillators which could be used elsewhere.
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Turning a track on and off

In a few isolated cases, turning on a Sequencer track while a note
played on the keyboard is sounding can cause the note to be cut off. This

is similar to what happens when a new voice is selected, as discussed under
"Switching between voices" in Chapter 2,

Suppose that Voice No. 3 has been selected, and you are playing a
chord. If you turn on a Sequencer Track Switch, it is important to keep
in mind what will happen.

If you are playing a chord, release those keys, and then turn on a Se
quencer track, the notes of the chord tnay be cut off as soon as you select
the new track. (The conditions for the note to be cut off will be covered in
the next section).

Another possibility is that you press a Sequencer TVack Switch to
select a new track while you are holding down a chord. All of the notes of

i:

t:

the chord will continue to sound until the keys are released. When you lift
your hands from the keyboard, the notes in the chord will continue to die

out. After all of the notes in this chord have died out, then the oscillators

will be rearranged if necessary (see the next section) to allow for the voices
in the Sequencer track.

Controlling when the oscillators are re-allocated

When the setting of a Sequencer Track Switch is changed, the com
puter inside the Synergy decides whether to re-distribute the oscillators

^ong the voices played from the keyboard and the Sequencer tracks. This
in turn determines whether a note or chord has to be be cut off (see the
previous section).

The decision whether to re-distribute the oscillators depends on 1) the
new setting of the Sequencer Track (Playback, Repeat, or Off); 2)whether the
Sequencer itself is off or on; 3) whether the Sequencer Track was on when
the oscillators were most recently allocated. The situation is summarized in
Figure 13.7.

Set Switch — Forced Allocation for Sequencer Tracks

There is a way to turn a Sequencer Track off while leaving the oscil
lators for its voices allocated. This is an advanced feature; if you are not
interested in the details, skip this section.

For forced allocation of oscillators in a Sequencer Track,

i ,

[i

t :|
I ;i!

|i]
ii

Turn the Sequencer off

Set the track to Repeat

Turn on the voices and other Sequencer tracks which will be used
Press the Set Switch

Press the Sequencer Track Switch for the forced allocation track
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fi
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S
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Sequencer

Sequencer
On

TVack

Off

Reload only if Track was
Play

off when Oscillators were

Reload Oscillators

last reloaded

Repeat
Off

Don't Reload

Don't Reload

Oscillators

Oscillators

Reload Oscillators

Reload Oscillators

Figure IS.7. When the setting of a Sequencer Track
Switch is changed to on of the three states shown in the
left-hand columnj the oscillators may be re-distributed
as shown in the two right-hand columns.

The track will turned off, but the oscillators for the voices in the track will
not be re-assigned. You can now turn on the Sequencer, perhaps playing the
other tracks as well. When you turn on the track with the forced oscillator
allocation, the oscillators will not have to be re-assigned. In short, it is

possible to "pre-allocate" some oscillators for a Sequencer track in order to
avoid difficulties when turning the track off and on.
The forced allocation of the oscillators for a Sequencer Track is can

celled whenever you change the configuration of the Sequencer Tracks and
voices. Turning off a voice when no notes are sounding, for example, will
cancel the forced allocation.

Set Switch — One-Note Voices

Using the Set Switch, you can change a voice so that it will produce
only one note. To do this, turn the Set Switch on, then select a voice using
the Voice Switches. The light for the Set Switch will then be turned off.
Until the voice is turned off and turned back on, the voice will have one and
only one note for each of the following:
the keyboard — if the voice is in fact still turned on

each Sequencer track — as long as that track is set to Playback or
Repeat, and the voice has been recorded into that track

With the example given in the last section, you might decide to set up the
bass line in Track No. 1 to be a One-Note Voice. The oscillators would then
be distributed as follows:
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Track No. 1: 1 note x 5 oscillators per note = 5 oscillators
Track No. 2: 6 notes x 2 oscillators per note = 12 oscillators
Keyboard; 5 notes x 3 oscillators per note = 15 oscillators
l\\\-

Of course, this is a big improvement!
There are some subtle points here. If you record some chords in the
Sequencer with a voice, and then turn the voice into a One-Note Voice, the
chords in the Sequencer will come out as just one note — the lowest note
of the chord, according to the rule given earlier in this chapter.
Also, you can use this feature to force a given voice to play a specific
number of notes. For example, you can record one note into a Sequencer
track with a one-note voice. If you set the Sequencer track for Playback or

Repeat (without turning on the Sequencer), one note will be reserved for
that voice. If you also have the voice set to play from the keyboard, a second
note will be reserved for the voice, according to the above rule. This means

that the voice has been turned into a two-note voice. While you play from
the keyboard, you will have two notes available for that voice.
Finally, the voice remains a One-Note Voice until the voice is turned

on again (with the Set Switch off, of course). This can be very useful. For
example, you can set up a bass line on the Sequencer, turn that voice into
a One-Note Voice, and have that voice turned off with the Voice Switches.

This means that the voice will not play a note on the keyboard (as specified
in the list given at the start of this section), which in turn means that more
oscillators are left for the other voices, and the bass line is still played from
the Sequencer as a One-Note Voice.

Portamento and other keyboard effects with One-Note Voices

There is another advantage to One-Note Voices. If you set up a OneNote Voice, and then play it very rapidly, the Synergy will automatically
"clean up" your keyboard technique. If two notes overlap in the One-Note
Voice, the Synergy will stop the first note, and retrigger the voice to play
the second note.

If the Portamento is also turned on in non-retriggering mode (light
in the Portamento Quantization Switch flashing slowly), the Synergy
will sound like an analog synthesizer with portamento: if you leave space
between two successive notes, then the Synergy will play its Portamento, but

if you overlap the notes, then the Synergy will cut off the first note properly,
without portamento.
f'ii; ■

!;[

For a One-Note Voice used together with Non-Retrigger Portamento

(see Chapter 4), you can control when the voice is re-triggered. As long as
the Sustain FootSwitch is down, and you don't overlap notes, then the
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Synergy will not retrigger the envelope. If you let up the pedal, or overlap
the notes, then of course you will get a new envelope.

Chapter 14. The Gxternal Cartridge

The Synergy is not limited to 24 voices. Other voices can be added to

the Synergy by plugging in an External Cartridge in the rectangular socket
on the right of the Synergy console. The External Cartridge looks, feels, and

functions like the cartridges used for video games. It's a good idea to keep
the cartridges away from dust, humidity, and extreme hot or cold.
The Cartridge Switch

This switch was introduced just briefly on Page 5-1. Its main function is

to select between the voices delivered inside the Synergy (called the internal
voices), and the external voices (and other items) available in the External
Cartridge. The operation of this switch is simple; every time this switch is
pressed, the choice between external and internal voices is changed.
What an External Cartridge contains
The External Cartridge holds a new set of 24 voices. When the External

Cartridge is selected, a completely new set of Voice Control settings, four
Programs, Voice Assignment Mode (including which voices arc active on the
keyboard), and Keyboard Split are available. These are distinct from the

settings for the internal voices. However, the internal settings are not lost.
When you switch back to the internal voices, then the Synergy will still

remember which voices were selected, which was the voice most recently
selected, and everything else belonging to the internal voices (such as Voice
Control settings). Then, when you switch back to the External Cartridge, it
will remember its own settings.
i
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The Stored Programs for the external cartridge work just like the four

Stored Programs for the internal voices. You can select up to four external
voices, and store them (along with settings of the Voice Controls) in one of
the stored Programs.

There is room in the External Cartridge for settings of all of the General

Keyboard Controls. When you change from the internal to the external
voices, or vice versa, then the current setting of the Tuning Knob will
always be remembered. In other words, the setting for the Tuning Knob is
copied into the External Cartridge when you select the external voices, and
is copied back into the Synergy when you reselect the internal voices. Since
this happens, you will not have to retune the Synergy for every external
cartridge; such retuning is automatically taken care of for you. The same is
true for the Pitch Bend Throw.

There is no separate Sequencer storage for the external cartridge. In

fact, switching to the external cartridge will have the effect of randomly
orchestrating material recorded using the internal voices. Note that while
different Sequencer tracks.can be used with the internal and external voices,
they cannot be played back together at the same time. In other words, for
both the Sequencer and the keyboard, you can use only the external or
internal voices at a given time, not both together.

The memory required to store voice parameters and program settings
is not actually in the cartridge itself. Rather, it is in the Synergy. This
means that there is room for only one complete group of external settings.

Of course, you could (for example) use Program No. 1 with one external
cartridge, Program No. 2 with another cartridge, etc. But in general you
should be careful when switching cartridges.

The Restore and Save Switches with the External Cartridge

As with the internal voices, you can use the Restore Switch to reset

individual external voices (press Restore, then the Voice Switch for the
voice, as explained in Chapter 5). It is possible to.reset the entire External
Cartridge, with the sequence Restore — Cartridge Switch, also explamed
in Chapter 5. This is the one time when pressing the Cartridge Switch
will not change from the internal to the external bank of voices. A^en you
are resetting the entire bank of internal or external voices, the setting of the
Cartridge Switch remains unchanged.

Appendix A. Connections and Specifications

All of the connectors for the Synergy are mounted on panels on the

1

back of the console;

The left-hand panel contains the on/off switch and the power supply.
When delivered in the United States, the Synergy is set up to use 110 V
60-cycle AC. The model delivered in Europe uses 220 V 50-cycle AC. It is
possible to switch from one setting to the other, but this can only be done
by a dealer or service representative.

Both FootSwitches are connected with one cord and one plug provided
with the Synergy.
There are two sets of stereo audio connectors. The first is a set for

unbalanced 600 Ohm outputs with a monaural phone plug. (It is also possible
to get balanced outputs using a stereo phone plug). The other set provides
balanced, 600 Ohm Cannon-connector outputs. There is nothing like a
"monaural mix" output; the default setting for the Channel Assign Switch
sends a signal to both outputs (see Chapter 7). It is possible to use both the
phone and Cannon outputs at the same time, but we recommend that you
not do so. If you tap the phone outputs using a monaural plug, then one
side of the balanced lines will be grounded, so that the Cannon connector
will no longer provide balanced outputs.

There is also a switch labelled "Ground On — Lift." The "Lift" position
is the usual setting. If the following explanation is confusing, then simply try
both positions of the switch to see which produces a better-sounding output.
With the Ground Lift Switch set to "On," the audio ground provided
by the Synergy is tied to the AC ground inside the Synergy. When the

Ground Lift Switch is moved to the "Lift" position, then the Synergy's
audio ground is "lifted" from the AC ground, and tied to the audio ground
provided (from a mixing board, amplifier, whatever) through the audio out
puts. The "lift" position will thus be useful in preventing ground loops.

.V-'

Appendix B. The Synergy at a Glance

Oscillators:

32 (completely digital)
Each oscillator has its own

amplitude and frequency envelope
Voices:

External Cartridge

Keyboard:

24, 4 playable from keyboard at a time
24 additional voices, 4 playable
from the keyboard at a time
74 notes

Touch-sensitive control of both

amplitude and timbre, individually
adjusted for each voice
Footswitches:

2(Sustain and Sostenuto]

Joystick:

Pitch Bend

Modulation (affects Vibrato Depth)
Portamento:

individual controls on speed and type of

portamento (half-step, smooth, smooth
with retriggering) for each voice
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Voice Assignment Modes:

Synergy Manual

Unison

Rolling
First Available

Key Split
Float Split

Split/Rolling
Split/First Available
Vibrato

control over rate, depth, initial delay

Sequencer

4 tracks

up to approximately 1750 notes

polyphonic (more than one note per track)
polytimbral (more than one voice per track)
Record, Playback, Repeat
Outputs:

Stereo

Each voice assigned individually
to output channels
Program Storage

Up to 8 different sets of 4 voices each

Bach program contains settings for
individual voices
Power:

120 V. 60 Hz. (U.S.A.)
220 V. 50 Hz. (Europe)

Index

Activating a Digital Knob 3-2

Amplitude Center — see Keyboard
Amplitude Sensitivity — see Keyboard
Aperiodic — see Vibrato

A^ign — see Channel Assign Switch
Assignment Mode — see Voice Assignment Mode
Cartridge Switch — Chapter 14; 5-2
Channel Assign Switch — Chapter 7; 4-1, 11-2

Compound — see Voice Assignment Modes
Connections — Appendix A

Depth — see Vibrato
External Cartridge — Chapter 14
First Available — see Voice Assignment Modes

Float Split — see Voice Assignment Modes
FootSwitch — Chapter 3, Appendix A; 1-1, 4-2, 4-3, 12-2, 12-4, 12-5,
12-12, 12-14, 13-10
Sustain 4-2, 4-3, 12-14, 13-10

General Keyboard Controls — Chapter 3; 3-1
Ground Lift — Appendix A

Joystick — see Pilch Bend, Pitch Bend Modulation
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Keyboard Controls — see General Keyboard Controls
Keyboard, Touch-Sensitive — Chapter 8
Amplitude Center Knob 8-2; 4-1, 11-2
Amplitude Sensitivity Knob 8-1; 4-1, 11-2
Timbre Center Knob 8-4; 4-1, 11-2
Timbre Sensitivity Knob 8-4; 4-1, 11-2

Key Split — see Voice Assigiunent Modes
Lift — see Ground Lift

Modulation — see Pitch Bend

Multi-Voice Mode — Chapter 9, 10; 4-1, 5-1, 6-2, 11-2
One-Note Voice — see Set Switch

Outputs — Appendix A
Periodic — see Vibrato

Pitch Bend (Joystick) — Chapter 3; 1-1, 12-2, 12-4, 12-5, 12-12
Modulation 6-3, 12-2, 12-4
Setting Throw 3-3, 5-2, 11-2, 14-2
Playback — see Sequencer

Polyphonic (defined) 9-1, 13-1
Polytimbral (defined) 13-1
Portamento — Chapter 4
Footswitch 3-1, 4-2
One-Note Voices — see Set Switch

Quantization Switch 4-2, 4-4, 11-2, 13-10
Rate Knob 4-3, 11-2

Programs — Chapter 11; 5-3, 12-15, 14-2, 14-3
Quantization — see Portamento
Rate — see Portamento, Vibrato
Repeat — see Sequencer
Restore Switch — Chapter 5; 14-2
Erasing a Stored Program 11-3
Pitch Bend Throw — see Pitch Bend

Rolling — see Voice Assignment Modes

I
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Index
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Save Switch 5-2, 9-1
Saving a Stored Program 11-2

Sequencer — Chapter 12; 3-2, 3-3, 5-2, 13-6, 13-7, 13-8, 13-9, 13-10, 14-2
Silent Track 12-12

Space Light 12-3
Set Switch

Adjusting the Key Split 10-4
Forced Allocation for Sequencer Tracks 13-8
One-Note Voices 13-9

Single-Voice Mode — Chapter 2; 4-1, 5-1, 9-1, 9-2, 13-3
See also Pitch Bend — setting Throw
Silent — see Sequencer

Space Light — see Sequencer

Stereo Outputs — Appendix A; see also Channel Assign Switch, Volume
Knobs

Stored Program — see Program
Sustain — see FootSwitches
Throw — see Pitch Bend

Timbre (defined) 8-3
Timbre Center — see Keyboard

Timbre Sensitivity — see Keyboard
Transpose — 6-4; 4-1, 10-7, 11-2
Sequencer 12-8, 12-14

Tuning Knob — Chapter 3; 12-14, 14-2
Unison — see Voice Assignment Modes
Vibrato — Chapter 6

Aperiodic 6-2

Delay Knob 4-1, 6-2, 11-2

Depth (defined) 6-1
Depth Knob 4-1, 6-1, 11-2
Periodic 6-2

Rate Knob 4-1, 6-2, 11-2

Voice Assignment Modes — Chapter 10
Compound Split Keyboard Modes 10-7
First Available 10-3

Float Split 10-4
Key Split 10-4
Rolling 10-2
Unison 10-1

Voice Controls — Chapter 4; 12-14, 14-1, 14—2

Voice Mode — see Single-Voice Mode, Multi-Voice Mode
Voice Switches 2-1, 6-2, 9-1, 11-2, 12—14, 13-9
Volume Knobs Chapter 7; 2-1, 12-14

